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A great cocktail party is a gift to your guest -- and Williams-Sonoma Cocktail Parties makes giving

that gift more enjoyable than ever. Packed with almost 70 fail-proof recipes for contemporary

appetizers and refreshing drinks, this book explains how to make your affair work for any space,

budget, and occasion -- whether indoor or out, intimate or bustling elegant or impromptu. You'll find

festive ideas and serving tip, plus step-by-step work plans and dozens of gorgeous photograph that

illustrate how to bring your party to life with the right balance of simple style and splashy elegance.

Let this year-round guide inspire you to entertain with confidence and ease.
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I'm surprised to see that nobody has reviewed this book yet. I recieved this as a gift and I totally love

it! It has great recipes for drinks and appitizers and beautiful photos which made me hungry just

looking at them. It has good information about different kinds of glassware and other things you'll

need as well as great tips for throwing the perfect party. It also has great suggestions for various

seasons, themes and occasions. The photos alone are an inspiration and the recipes are unique

and original. So, if you are over 21, ready to make some not-always-health-concious food, throw

caution to the wind, get everyone really smashed and have an awesome party, this is the book for

you!



Easy to follow recipes with beautiful color pictures. Many delicious non-alcoholic drink recipes. I

received the book quickly. The condition was like new!

Although this book was published awhile back, it has the nicest cocktail appetizers. Simple, but

tastefull recipes. This is the first book of its kind that I really like all the different choices.

I find this book full of nice ideas for receiving. Like the cocktails recipes and find some of the

appetizers veryinnovative. Also appreciate the good ideas of how to make the presentations of them

and of course the recipes. As all WS books, good rÃ©cipes and very pretty presentations!
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